A Memorable Night to Reminisce
2012 PhD Graduation Dinner
The EEE PhD Class of 2012 rejoices together for their Graduation Dinner on 28 July 2012 at the Rendezvous
Grand Hotel Singapore. The graduates were treated to an eight-course dinner while enjoying a fabulous
night of entertaining song, talk and dance performances put up by the NTU student clubs and a finale
lucky draw to round up the event.
Apart from the graduates, the EEE School Management Faculty staff, supervisors joined in with the
celebration with the Guest of Honour, Professor Cheng Tee Hiang, Acting Chair of EEE gracing the event.
This is indeed a night to remember.

“Remember tonight… for it is the beginning of always
of Wonderful times and Memories that will never fade away”
The PhD Graduation Dinner 2012 commenced with a “Welcome address” by Professor Cheng Tee Hiang,
followed by the Jazz and Blues performance from the NTU student club. This provides a good ambience
and makes it comfortable for students to interact with their supervisors and peers.
A video, showcasing all of the graduates’ photos and their short messages that reflected their feelings of
graduating, experiences or thank-you wordings to family, friends or staff, was then aired. Supervisors also
contributed by providing their photos and congratulatory messages to their students. Graduates were
grateful for their supervisors’ messages.
Two graduates were invited to give a speech to share their feelings of graduation, celebrating the moment
and a new beginning of life to meet the challenges ahead. Next, the humorous talk show from the
Toastmaster student club, using interesting words and hilarious jokes made the audience laugh and
brighten up the dinner’s mood. Last, the Latin dance performance from the student club was both visually
stimulating and exhilarating. The emcee and staff representatives urged the audience to participate and
two couples volunteered for the simple dance lesson. Finally, the audience chose the winning couple. It
was an exciting and thrilling experience for the participants. The dinner finale was the lucky draw, which
was initiated by Professor Cheng.
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“ A Good Snapshot keeps the golden moment from going away “
Welcome Address by the Guest of honor, Professor Cheng Tee Hiang, at EEE 2012 PhD Graduation Dinner.

Jazz and Blues performance gives the audience a relaxing and soothing night for our graduates….
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Humorous speech performance by Mr. Vernon Lim provides entertaining and hilarious jokes that stirred
up the entire atmosphere. …

Latin Dance Performance from the student club, who have been representing Singapore for various local
and overseas competitions for Latin dance.

The two couples participated in the Latin Dance lesson.
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“Yum…..Seng” to a bright future ahead!

Let’s Yum Seng!
The evening came to a glamorous conclusion as we proceeded to the ever-welcomed YUM SENG (Toast)
finale. The school management faculty staff went up on stage to dedicate a toast to everyone present.
What echoed through the ballroom were laughter and the sound of “Yum…..Seng!” Indeed, it was a
successful closure for the event.
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